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The community composting world has moved
on somewhat since I wrote the first editorial in
December 1996. There have been various
Government consultation documents, requesting
feedback with ideas for dealing with �waste.� The bits
on compost have specifically interested me, of
course, and I have responded to them. We have
also had waste strategy plans for Devon, to which I
respond, always to promote community composting
and I am pleased to see that now community
composting is being included in the plans. A
consultation document recently proposed that all
new developments of six houses or more should
have the provision for community composting.

We Must Reduce The Amount Going To Landfill
And The Time We Have To Make The
Reductions Is Fast Coming Upon Us.

The Wildlife Trust, together with the Henry Doubleday
Research Association, have produced   �Mucking in...�
The Community Composting Pack (see p 22).

This document is being produced in some respects
as a short version of that pack.

More and more people are being introduced to
composting and the community sector is growing
fast too. The network in Devon has grown from one
group in 1993 to twenty groups by 2000, and  I get a
constant stream of inquiries about setting up
projects. We are now looking at ways to increase
the scope of community composting through �add
ons�. By this we mean adding community
composting to the activities already undertaken by a
particular group. It may be working with people with
special needs, whether integrating them into the
community or offering a form of therapy. This is
often linked to horticulture. It can be the prison or
probation service, or it can become another part of
an existing community initiative. The scope is
enormous and so far we have only seen the tip of
the iceberg!

Nicky Scott, - March 2000

e-mail: nicompost@aol.com

website:   www.chiron-s.demon.co.uk/dccn/

The Devon Community Composting Network is
funded by the Devon Authorities Waste
Reduction and Recycling Committee
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The Large Heath Butterfly which inhabits wet
peat bogs, is just one example of a species
which depends on this habitat. Let us hope that
the use of garden compost and commercial
composts not based on peat will ultimately
replace the peat derived product.

The European Union Directive which will lead
to significant reductions in the proportion of
putrescible waste allowed to go to landfill will
significantly reduce the air pollution and
potential threats to ground water posed by this
method of disposal.

Introduction

introduction

 At the same time, this should not be used as an
excuse for increasing the proportion subjected to
incineration. Composting will therefore play a vital
part in future waste management strategies, to be
recognized in the forthcoming Waste Local Plan.

Useful tips are given elsewhere in the Information
Pack about alternatives to shredding woody
material. Clearly, for treating green waste at home a
large garden is a great asset. In such a case, a pile
of logs and branches, placed where sun and shade
alternate, provides a valuable habitat for beneficial
insects, while a heap of branches gives cover,
shelter and nesting sites for mammals and birds.

The Devon Community Composting Network
provides advice and support for a commendable
activity which has the added bonuses of stimulating
greater community involvement, of making people
aware of their collective responsibility for solving the
problem of waste, of helping community groups and
providing employment. The Devon Authorities
Waste Reduction and Recycling Committee will
continue to provide support for this vital activity in the
years ahead.

Councillor Phil Cook,

A friend has recently been researching evidence of
a prehistoric settlement near my home in South
Devon. Reading reports of archaeological
excavations of such settlements which existed only
2,500 to 3,000 years ago, it is very striking how little
was the impact of our ancestors in regard to the
waste they created. Fragments of animal bones,
cereals, tools, weapons and pottery are all that
remain. In my own defence I can disclose that
during one period of my life I succeeded not using
my dustbin for several years. The problem today is
that we regard waste as a problem rather than a
resource. In the case of kitchen and garden waste
the Network has shown that there should be no
ambiguity. Perhaps if we abolished waste collection
services, minds of politicians, industrialists, and the
public would become concentrated!

Protection of our remaining peat bogs must be
regarded as a high priority on the wildlife front.

from Councillor Phil Cook (Vice Chairman of
the Devon Authorities Waste Reduction and
Recycling Committee)

I am delighted to produce the introduction for the
revised �Compost News� Information pack for the
Devon Community Composting Network. The Pack
contains a wealth of information for those
interested in home composting, for others who
wish to set up community composting schemes,
and for �old hands� keen to improve on composting
techniques. The success of the Network can be
measured by the increase in the number of active
groups present in the County.
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In order to get help from the
council you will need to fulfill

certain requirements:

be an ideal Local Agenda 21 project for a small
village or hamlet. This does not rule it out for larger
communities; there just has to be more planning.

6  You must have a bona fide group. An individual
cannot apply for funding, etc. If you are not a
member of a group, join one!  Check out your
local allotment, gardening or environmental
groups. It�s important to get people on your side.
You will need plenty of help to get going and to
keep running. In addition you could set up your
own constitution.

7 However you plan to work your group you will
need dedicated volunteers. Making compost is
very rewarding, though not everyone�s cup of
tea and it�s hard work at times.

8 Groups will be expected to report back to the
co-ordinator, giving progress reports. You will be
asked to keep track of the tonnage, and the
recycling credits claimed. The Council will pay
your group recycling credits for every tonne of
material that you divert from landfill.

9 New and prospective groups should visit an
existing scheme to see the idea as reality.

10 Still interested ?Still interested ?Still interested ?Still interested ?Still interested ?
Contact Nicky Scott (see Editorial).

thinking of starting up a
composting project?

1 Your project must be open to the public. People
should either be able to bring materials to you,
or you should be collecting materials from them,
or both. A regular system is vital. Most groups
operate once a week or once a month. Some
sites do not have public access but you might,
for instance, be allowed to use a public car park
for a few hours a month.

2 You must have a suitable site, with enough
space to stockpile, process and compost. If you
are going to be shredding think of the noise and
the neighbours. There must be good access and
room to turn vehicles, whether the ground is dry
or wet. If you are eligible to use one of the large
Council shredders there must be space for safe
operation. Planning permission may be needed,
especially if there is public access.

3 You must site composting activities so that no
pollution of watercourses could occur. The
Environment Agency will have to be informed of
your intentions. (see �Yes but what do I do first?�)

4 When you set up a
Community Composting
operation you must conform
to certain legal requirements.
You must either pay for a
licence to compost or apply
for an exemption certificate.

Unless you are planning to
process really enormous
amounts of materials,
(hundreds of tonnes at a
time) it�s best to apply for an
exemption certificate.

5  The Golden Rule to remember
is that �Small is Beautiful!�
Community Composting can Volunteers� Boots - Don�t forget that vital tea break!
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Before you go too far, make sure that you have read the whole of this
document, and preferably the �Mucking in� Pack too. If you are still trying

to get a group together and stimulate more interest then it is part of the Co-ordinator�s
job to give a presentation to the community. We have a good library of slides and
overheads, as well as books and a video we can show.

They will want to know who is
going to use the scheme,

and the tonnage of
compost you

anticipate making.
These are more
tricky questions.
The project at
Bratton Fleming
automatically made
everyone in the
Parish a member of
the scheme!

Tonnages are difficult to estimate. Chagford with a
population of about 1,400 makes about 50 tonnes a
year. That, according to my calculations, is about 35
kilos finished compost per capita per annum.

They will also want to know the precise location of
the project. Lastly, if uncomposted raw materials
are going to be transported, then you will also need
to register for an exemption from a waste carriers
licence (see resources page).

This all sounds rather long winded and bureaucratic
but it is just to check that your proposed site is really
suitable, that you are not going to be polluting the
environment, or disturbing neighbours and that you
have thought about the scale of operations and the
involvement of the community.

Yes, but what do i do first?

A suitable site is obviously vital. Even if you have
not yet got a group together, you could find out
about suitable sites. The Local Authority may own a
piece of land, or you could ask your Parish Council
for ideas. If you are only contemplating a small
village scheme then there may be space on the
local allotments, talk to the allotment holders. Don�t
forget that farms can make ideal composting sites
and if you can get a farmer�s support you could
have the use of some useful machinery too. Once
you think you have found a suitable site you really
need to check it out with the Environment Agency.
They will want to know, firstly, that you are operating
within the current legislation. This whole area is
under review at the time of writing, to take into
account the concerns of community composting.
The main concerns of the EA are that you are not
going to pollute, or cause a nuisance. They will want
you to prepare a risk assessment that will include:

q Proximity to residential areas or
inhabited buildings.

q Geology (likelihood of leachate to reach
groundwater).

q Proximity to watercourses.

q Surface and groundwater abstractions.

q Other protection designations (e.g.
Nitrate vulnerable zones, source
protection areas).

q Designated physical features and areas
(e.g. SSSI, Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty, ancient monument, etc.).

q Transport network

q Other considerations, (e.g. political,
known objectors, etc.).

If you need

advice
on this the Agency
itself can help you,

as can your
Community
Composting
Co-ordinator.

See resources page for
contacts in the Agency.
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Size of community

The larger the community the
larger the potential amounts of materials, so a site
large enough for a small village will probably be too
small for a small town.

Labour

How are you going to run your site?  The best
advice has got to be, �start small�. A small scheme
is really the best model for community
composting as you are unlikely to become
swamped by large amounts of materials coming
in. Even so you need people to run it. A small
scheme can most probably start off with some
keen volunteers, and as the recycling credits
come in can start getting some remuneration,
either in the form of compost, or cash. But if you
are contemplating starting something in a larger
community, how can you keep it in control?  You
may have a source of labour on your doorstep.
For instance the project at East Ogwell operates
largely due to the fact that prisoners from the
nearby open prison provide most of the labour
(see �Thumbnails� page 19-21). Some projects are
run by people with learning difficulties, who derive
a therapeutic benefit from the activity.

Project Manager

A project manager is going to be vital. The smaller
the project the easier it will be to manage, and
starting small makes it easier to acquire the skills
you will need. The larger the project the more
attention it will need. If people are bringing
materials to you then the site needs to be staffed
when the site is open. If people are going to be
bringing materials to you then there will, of course
be a lot of vehicle movements. Your site must be
able to accommodate this.

Collection rounds have many advantages.

m Only one vehicle is coming onto the site.

m The access to the site does not have to be perfect.

m Planning can be a lot easier to obtain.

m Your site can be more remote.

m It doesn�t have to have fixed opening times.

m You can control where you are collecting
materials from so that you can start small.

m You can monitor the quality of the materials put
out for collection and reject  anything unsuitable.

Disadvantages.

m Once you start, you must keep it up!

m You must have a suitable vehicle and keep it
maintained.

m You must have a dedicated labour force.

Bring Sites

Advantages

m  You don�t need a vehicle.

m You�re not tied to a collection day week in and
week out.

Disadvantages

m You need to staff the site.

m People will put things in the wrong place.

m They will bring you things you can�t deal with,
like tree stumps.

m You will need very good access. Probably
planning permission too.

There are some �open� sites in Devon, but the
groups have experienced the above problems and
the DCCN management team has decided not to
fund any new ones. (There may be exceptions to
this if the community is very small with a minimal
catchment). This may seem like a barrier to new
schemes starting but experience has shown, if you
do not have an adequate labour force in place to
deal with your project you will not be able to cope.

Managing your site
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Peat

FundingFundingFundingFundingFunding

Funding opportunities change all
the time. Good people to go for advice are your local
Council for Voluntary Service (CVS), the Community
Enterprise Unit, the Community Council (see
resources page), and your  Co-ordinator. Make a list of
all the materials and equipment you
think you are likely to need. You
will also need Public Liability
Insurance, the British Trust for
Conservation Volunteers
(BTCV), provide a good
package for insurance (see
resources page).

Yes, but what do i do first? continued

PlanningPlanningPlanningPlanningPlanning

Planning Departments are unlikely to be concerned
about small schemes, but like to be informed of what is
proposed. Make sure that they know the scale of your
proposed operations; to avoid misinterpretation. I had
quite a hard time with one planner, who was insisting
that a scheme needed planning permission, until I
pointed out that we were proposing to put up five, four
foot cubed, compost bins. He had no idea that
community composting could be on such a small scale!

The key here really is to get the community on your
side. Explain what you are intending to do, and the
benefits it will bring everyone; then you are much
less likely to get anyone objecting to your proposal.

Managing your site

Half way house

Having said all that there may be room for some compromises. Another solution is to have
a place where compostable materials are brought at a prearranged time. The project in Chagford started like
this. The �Bulky Household� skip, which is provided by Devon County Council, comes to the car park on
certain days. It�s a staffed skip and people are asked to put their compostable materials on the projects
pickup. The Chagford Group can then drive it to their site when full and unload without a constant stream of
vehicle movements. Additionally the skip can take any unsuitable materials that the group can�t deal with.

P
e
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t

Peat

Peat has only been used in horticulture for a relatively short time. Previously gardeners would make their
own mixes using sterilised soil, as in John Innes mixes, or like the Victorian gardeners from leaf mould, and
of course utilising the end result of the composting process as a basis for their mixes. Peat bogs form some
of the nation�s most precious wildlife habitats, and many are designated Sites of Special Scientific Interest.
Despite this commercial extraction continues unabated. Although many gardeners are aware that using
peat is destroying unique habitats the use of peat based composts continues. This is partly because peat is
so readily available, it�s a lot lighter than soil based composts, and it�s sterile. Other alternatives, like coir,
have brought up other concerns and problems. Coir comes mostly from Sri Lanka which is obviously a
concern in terms of �compost miles�, and it also behaves differently from peat and gardeners have to learn
not to over water in particular. Community composters can start to reintroduce the compost mixes of the
past and have locally produced, sustainable, living compost. Community compost made from otherwise
wasted vegetation is a sustainable resource, the plants which provide the raw material keep growing!
Furthermore this compost, far from being sterile is teeming with micro-organism which are essential for
healthy plant growth. Eco-Sci  (based in Exeter) have been doing a lot of research into the disease resistant
qualities of compost. They have shown, for example, that �damping off� a fungal disease affecting seedlings,
is dramatically reduced when using this �living compost� in the mix. The National Trust have just banned the
use of peat and peat based products from all their properties and gardens. Friends of the Earth are now
calling on the Government to include measures in the Wildlife Bill banning peat extraction altogether.

continued
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Volunteers become involved
with community composting
for a variety of reasons.

But they all want to do something positive. Every
positive single individual action helps. This is a key
Agenda 21 principle. Volunteers want some social
activity with people who share the same ideals and
vision. Many community composters are also
organic gardeners or permaculturalists who want
large amounts of mulch.

Volunteers may be unemployed or
retired or just interested in
extending their knowledge
of composting, recycling
and gardening.

Volunteers may be promoted
into part time workers earning
a small amount each week,
which some schemes may be
able to finance out of their
recycling credits.

Community composting may be a part of their
work placement, and at least one Devon project
has its work force supplemented by prisoners
from an open prison.

The idea of making compost is very attractive to
many people and for me the primary driving force
to set up in the first place was my lust for large
amounts of compost!

With any group of people you are bound to get
some who are more committed to the work than
others, or maybe they just have more time available
to do it. Conflicts and disagreements can easily
arise. It�s not really within the scope of this short
piece to deal with that and anyway it goes beyond
my expertise. However I have learnt a few things
along the way which may be of use.

If one person has overall responsibility it can avoid
a lot of potential for misunderstanding.

Everyone should have had the same training and
understand the working methods and aims of the
project. Everyone should be rewarded equally for
the work put in. Sometimes if people are given more

responsibility and trust then they respond brilliantly,
becoming aware of the whole process. Involvement
in monitoring the compost�s temperature, for
instance; or doing their own bit of research, using
the compost for their own bit of garden: all these
ideas may help.

Writing out a Volunteers� Agreement that both
parties sign up to ensures that everything is crystal
clear and well worth doing. The Volunteer Bureaux
can give more help and guidance.

Volunteers

VOLUVOLUVOLUVOLUVOLUNTEER FATIGUENTEER FATIGUENTEER FATIGUENTEER FATIGUENTEER FATIGUE
Inevitably for some projects volunteers, or rather, the
lack of them, are a problem. Projects which have
attracted large amounts of material may find it all
becoming too much of a chore and, without proper
payment, volunteers just stop helping. In those cases
its important to claim recycling credits and obtain an
income from the compost. At the time of writing this it�s
still officially �illegal� to sell or even give away compost
but we are assured that this situation will be changed
and community groups will be able to freely give away
or sell their compost.

Other sources of incomeOther sources of incomeOther sources of incomeOther sources of incomeOther sources of income

As well as selling the compost and claiming recycling
credits groups can also get more income from
membership fees and charging for collection of
materials. Some enterprising groups are starting to sell
not only sieved compost but are making their own
potting and seed mixes up. This is quite easily done
with the rotary sieve, (see page 14). Leaf mould and
sand makes a good seed compost and the addition of
compost makes for a good potting mix. These mixes
obviously have to be done with care and some
experimentation and experience is necessary to get
them right.
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Community composting basics

A compost heap which is
made in one session will

rapidly heat up to approx. 600C, providing that:

1) The heap is large enough, a cubic metre minimum,
preferably 2 to 3 cubic metres or even more. But if
heaps are built too tall, they are likely to force air
out, becoming anaerobic. Woody chippings can
be built higher as they have plenty of �structure�
but, the problem with chippings is that they are too
airy and tend to dry out. When there is a really
large amount of material extend the heap along
sideways into a row, this is called a �windrow�.

2) The heap should, ideally, be composed of a
mixture of materials. It�s especially important to
get the carbon to nitrogen ratio right (C : N).
Nitrogen is found in soft, green, sappy growth,
like grass cuttings and fresh greenery. It�s also
very high in fresh manures and urine. Carbon
is in tougher, drier materials , like straw, hay
and plant stems and is highest of all in
sawdust and wood chips. About 25 parts
Carbon to 1 Nitrogen is ideal.

3) The materials should be wet,  not dripping but
ideally coated with water. Water the heap as
you build it, not after it�s made.

4) Mix the different materials up as much as you
can. The easiest way to do that is to make
layers. Don�t make thick layers of any one
material, especially not fresh grass cuttings as
they quickly reduce to a slimy mess.

5) Small amounts of soil helps to introduce beneficial
bacteria, a thin dusting (not more) throughout is a
good idea. Larger amounts of a previous compost
heap can be added as this will also help to
�inoculate� the heap with beneficial organisms.

If these instructions are followed then the heaps will
reach approx. 60oC+ in less than 24 hours. To make
really fast compost, monitor the temperature and when
it starts to fall turn the heap. Turn the top to the bottom
and the outside to the inside, as this will ensure that all
weed seeds and roots get cooked. If you exclude
really tough materials you can make compost in as
little as six weeks. But why hurry? Six months is
probably more realistic. Actually in about six weeks
you can produce something which is stable (see the
heap monitoring section). It has done all the heating
up its going to do, the thermophilic and the mesophillic
stages. But the compost ideally needs a maturation
phase to give the worms and other invertebrates a
chance to convert the compost further.

Very tough materials, like branches, will eventually
break down, given several years. Every thing that once
lived will break down given enough water, air and time.
An enormous amount of different organisms are at
work. Wood boring beetles are important and the
tunnels they make allow the fungi and smaller
organisms in. The surface area of branches is very
small; so they either need a special long term heap, or
they need to have their surface area greatly increased
by crushing, chipping or shredding, if you want them
to compost more rapidly.

Chipped wChipped wChipped wChipped wChipped woody material isoody material isoody material isoody material isoody material is
usually best treated as ausually best treated as ausually best treated as ausually best treated as ausually best treated as a
completely separate system.completely separate system.completely separate system.completely separate system.completely separate system.

On a small scale wood chippings don�t need
much attention, as they will compost away
aerobically for a long time without the need for
turning, as long as they are moist enough.
(Indeed this long slow warmth can be exploited
as a heat source.) Chippings take six months to
a year to break down and even then need
sieving out to remove any bigger chunks. Getting
the moisture level right, throughout the heap, can
be a challenge. Freshly cut branches have a fair

Composting Chippings.

Materials high in Carbon (branches and
woody hedge clippings, etc) can be stockpiled
prior to processing. The resulting chippings
can be added to heaps and can be useful to
balance the C:N ratio. However be wary of
them as they can slow your system down.

amount of moisture in them but the initial heating
up of the resultant  chippings drives it off, as water
vapour. Watering the heap is tricky because the
chippings are so free draining. Layering grass
cuttings with the chippings helps add moisture,
and nitrogen, but is labour intensive.
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Community composting basics

Becoming a composting expert

One of the roles of the
community composter is to offer advice on
composting. This is enevitably going to happen
and so its important to try and give the best advice
you can. Read up about composting, see the
resource page for suggested reading. Mainly you
will be required to �troubleshoot� household compost
heaps and wormeries. Much of the advice in the
community composting basics will apply but don�t
forget that the concerns of the community
composter and the individual householder are
somewhat different. The Centre for Alternative
Technology have been conducting some pilot trials
in home composting, monitoring how people get on
with the typical �dalek� compostabin, often supplied
by the Local Authority. Of course we have a
constant flow of compostable materials all the time
from the kitchen and garden. The contents of the
kitchen bucket soon get sloppy and smelly. The
Centre for Alternative Technology (CAT),  have
come up with a simple solution. ( see high fibre
composting section p17, for fuller details)

Always put plenty of scrunched up paper in your
kitchen bucket. It provides pockets of air throughout
the heap and soaks up excess moisture. Put paper
towels, loo roll centres etc, any non shiny cardboard
or paper. Especially paper and card you can�t
recycle. It means your bucket fills up more often, but
it�s easier to mix as you go along. Alternatively, you

can always have a separate container for scrunched
up paper and mix the two in the compost bin. The
paper and card must not go in flat or you just get
impenetrable layers. CAT have also found that
keeping the lid off or only half on, seems to make
better compost; there is not a cloud of fruit flies
every time you lift the lid. My own observations of
wormeries bear this out. The lidded wormeries with
gauze to keep the flies out, always have loads of
flies, whereas the home made containers with badly
fitting lids never seem to suffer from flies; why?  I
notice lots of beetles (especially devil�s coach horse
and rove beetles) in  my �open� wormeries. They are
obviously feasting on the fly larvae and keeping the
population in check. High Fibre composting the CAT
way is really more like creating a wormery. The
�dalek� bins do not really have a large enough
surface area to act as an ideal wormery but
�compost happens� nevertheless.

 Hard woody material should not be added to this
kind of heap, for how to deal with that see
�Shredding is the last thing you should do�.
Finally don�t be intimidated by these instructions!
The composting process is incredibly benign and
there is no completely �right� way of doing things. It
depends on where you are, what you�re composting
and so on. If you like cooking you�ll probably get the
hang of composting pretty quickly; it�s as much an
art as a science.

Grass CuttingsGrass CuttingsGrass CuttingsGrass CuttingsGrass Cuttings

Grass cuttings are, ideally, best left on the
lawn, to be absorbed back into the soil.
Constantly removing them from the lawn
impoverishes the soil which in turn supports
less plants per square foot, the resulting gaps
get quickly colonised by other plants which
can tolerate poorer soils. In other words weeds
and mosses soon build up. The lawn needs
weeding, scarifying and spiking. Many
gardeners then spend money on fertilisers and
chemicals, when if they had only left the
cuttings on the lawn all the nutrient would have
been recycled in situ. However they are

brought in quantity to community sites and can
be a major headache. It�s important to mix
them into the heaps before they reduce to a
slimy mess. This means daily in the growing
season. Alternatively they can be spread out to
dry out, like hay, before being incorporated.
They can also make a good mulch.
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Bins can be made of: old doors,
railway sleepers, pallets, fencing
panels, all manner of scrap wood

and even bricks or blocks. In Skegness two large
containers have been built out of blockwork joined onto
the back of a greenhouse. These are filled with wood
chip and watered and the heat is piped into the
greenhouse!  Straw and hay bales produce excellent
super insulating compost heaps and take a
surprisingly long time to decompose
themselves. Our first temporary heaps
were made of these with a divider of
corrugated iron. In fact corrugated iron or
wire mesh on its own can be used to make
a heap but will provide no insulation and
wire alone will provide too much ventilation.
You can of course line these containers
with carpet, cardboard or paper and have a
very cheap bin. If you have a large enough
mass of materials composting then the
lack of insulation should not be a problem.
In fact the main function for bins, when you
are composting on this scale, is to help
keep the site looking tidy. We want to
encourage people to think that making compost is a
good idea and that having a well ordered and
organised site is important. Having said that, well
made �windrows� are aesthetically pleasing. However
in many cases, for a variety of reasons, community
groups choose new wood.

The most expensive used is pressure treated sawn
timber (tanalized). The advantages are that the wood
will last longer and you can make the fronts (and backs
and internal divisions) out of planks which slide in and
out of slots. This makes the compost easily accessible
for turning and if you have both front and back
removable then two people can work on the same
heap at once. However it is the most expensive option
and many people don�t like to use tantalized timber or
timber treated with other toxins, especially when it�s for
compost. Save up old cooking oil and saturate
compost bin wood with that. For our bins in Chagford
we went to a sawmill and bought �outshelves�. These
are the first cut from the trunk, complete with bark and
taper from a thick base away to nothing. We picked
through a large pile cutting off both the thickest and the

thinnest ends with a small chainsaw and cutting the
wood into the right number of 8 ft and 4 ft lengths that
we needed. That way we just paid for what we needed
and it made it possible for us to transport all the wood
in one trip. For five 4ft x 4 ft bins we needed about 16 x
8 ft lengths and 96 x 4ft lengths. The shelves were
averaging about 6 inches wide. We also bought 12
solid 4 inch square posts for our framework. Instead of

having slotted removable fronts we made lighter
weight front sections, like a gate which is lifted on and
off and tied up to the main frame. The inevitable gaps
are covered up with flattened out cardboard boxes,
this also helps to prolong the life of the timber. Some
people advocate providing extra ventilation by putting
a piece of heavy duty mesh on concrete blocks at the
bottom of the bins. This is quite a costly operation
and has the disadvantage of not allowing earthworms
to migrate into the heaps. It can be useful to have
extra ventilation if you are dealing with a lot of wet
materials, but only use mesh on the first bin.
Ventilation should not be a problem as community
projects are usually processing large amounts of
woody materials which provide more than adequate
drainage and aeration. Woody material gets brought
in mixed up with soft greenery, and it�s easier to
extract any left over hard woody bits during the
sieving process, rather than when filling the bins. If
you feel that the material is too light and airy, tread
the heap down and add water as you go, or you will
tend to have dry pockets, where no composting will
take place.

bIN cONSTRUCTION

Sturdy, well made bins using recycled wood
 at Beech Hill, Morchard Bishop
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Some groups may still need or
want to use a small shredder.
There are some people who like

shredding but they do seem to be the exception
rather than the rule. It�s very noisy work so you must
wear ear defenders. It has other hazards, bits can fly
out of either end, so eye protection is essential, either
goggles or a visor. Stout gloves and boots are also
needed. The machines have safety features which
lessen the chance of anything actually whizzing out
and injuring you. Unfortunately these features also
make it more difficult to get the materials in and out of
the machine. The exit chute particularly needs
clearing constantly, otherwise
the machine gets clogged
up. Under ideal conditions
most problems can be
avoided. Unfortunately few
of� us operate under ideal
conditions. Chippers work
best on freshly cut
branches. Foresters and
tree surgeons chip as they
go, which is the best way to
do it, from the point of view
of handling materials, and
using the machine efficiently.
The fresher the chippings the
more quickly they will break
down. Organise your site with
each category of material in its
rightful place, rather than
having a large mixed heap
from which it�s difficult to
extract branches. Very large
branches will need to be
pruned before they will go in
the machine. Machetes, saws
and long handled ratchet
pruners are good tools to
have. Sort out as much as you
can before you start the
machine up. Don�t have it
needlessly running whilst you
go back and forth extracting
materials to shred. Having a
small team to supply the

machine, a little at a time is the key to success.

The 8 HP bulldog machine comes with two screens,
small and medium. We�ve never used the small
screen and the larger one got blocked up so
regularly that we had an even coarser grid specially
made up by the manufacturers. Even this grid gets
clogged up!  When your machine does clog up, turn
the  engine off!  Don�t leave it getting more and more
jammed or you run the risk of burning out the belts,
an expensive replacement!  Don�t clear out the
shredder chamber with your bare hands. These are
dangerous machines even when switched off.
Never operate without thorough training. See
your contact co-ordinator for training details.

Manufacturers� recommendations for the thickness of
materials to put through the respective chutes are only
a very rough guide. More important is the hardness of

the stems. This is something you just have to get to
know. If you�re not sure whether it
should go through the shredder or
the chipper, put it through the
chipper. Some woods like
cotoneaster; berberis and holly are
very hard and only the very

thinnest bits should go through the
shredder, whereas great thick
brussel sprout stems can go through
with no trouble. Its all a matter of
common sense. When a hammer
does break, stop the machine at
once. A loose hammer that doesn�t
go through the grid can whirl around
taking others with it; and they�re not
cheap to replace. Fit locking
washers to stop them working loose.

Firewood. It can be much easier to
put especially the larger pieces to
one side to be sawn up for firewood.
Seasoned sticks and branches
would be far better used up as
kindling or logs than laboriously fed
through the chipper and composted.

USING A SHREDDER

 Spot the deliberate mistake!

Spot the deliberate mistake! -
Thats right no eye protection.
A visor or safety goggles must be worn.
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Community projects in Devon
were initially supplied with 8 HP
shredder/chippers. One of the

problems with community scale composting is
that it is filling a vast gap between home scale
composting needing few, if any, resources, and
large, municipal scale operations which require a
£100,000 machine to shred materials, a £100,000
machine to turn the windrows and another
£100,000 machine to sieve the end product.

The Pros and cons
of larger machinery

Community projects themselves can vary
enormously in scale too depending on the size of
the community and the scope of the project.
Projects like WyeCycle in Kent have developed
into small businesses collecting tonnes of
materials every week and paying for the labour
involved out of the recycling credits accrued. A
big problem is the scaling of machinery to the
scope of the project. A £2,000  8 HP machine
needs to be regularly used to make its purchase
worthwhile. On the other hand using a relatively
small machine like this to process large amounts
of materials is extremely time consuming, noisy
and not conducive to a pleasant working
atmosphere. With the urgent need to remove as
much of the organic fraction as possible from
landfill sites, it makes sense for Councils to
provide a variety of options, including a mobile
shredder service, to those people who wish to
compost their own communities materials.

The benefits of having a much larger
machine with an operator.

n Groups do not have to be trained in the
use of a shredder.

n Volunteers can devote their time to
making compost.

n Less noise. The machine is only running for
a relatively short time as it processes
materials far more quickly and efficiently.

n The group does not have to insure the machine.

n They don�t have to find the costs of running
the machine: fuel; spare parts; repairs, etc.

n  They don�t have to build a shed to put it in!

n  Much larger amounts to compost can be
contemplated with the removal of this most
demanding task.

n  Potential shredder accidents and costly
claims and settlements will be avoided.

The disadvantages of a larger machine.

n  You have to have sufficiently large amounts
of� materials to merit having a larger
machine visit. This means that materials
may have to be stockpiled for quite a while.
This in turn means that:

a) the site must be large enough to
accommodate the stuff, and

b) the materials must be separated so that
any putrescible items are removed that
might otherwise clog up the machine.

n This also means that instead of branches
being chipped green, as they ideally should
be, they are likely to be very dry and hard
making them less suitable to being made into
compost, or at least not as quickly. The way
materials are stockpiled on site will have to be
thought through carefully. However with the
increase in the number of projects around the
County it means that the shredder can often
visit two or more projects in a day, and
therefore less material has to be stockpiled.

n   You must have good level access and
turning room on site.

One of our mobile chippers
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Composted materials bear little
resemblance to the �peat mix in
a bag with added chemicals,�

that most people have come to understand of as
compost.  If  compost is going to be marketed to
the general public, (in anticipation of the change
in the law) then it is important to ensure that it is
of the highest quality.  All the materials have to be
properly composted, regularly monitored and
turned  then sieved, bagged and presented as
attractively as possible.

Quality of compost is not usually the first concern of
the community composter.  The primary concern is
with stopping that material being wasted and doing
something useful with it.  If the system can be planned
to include a good quality end product, from the
beginning, then so much the better.  In order to be sure
that  compost is �sanitised,� meaning that every part of
it has heated up properly, heaps need to be turned, at
least twice.  Ideally the temperature is carefully
monitored and the heaps turned at the optimum time.
They should be turned until they stop heating up and
then left to �mature.�  In practice this is difficult to
achieve in largely voluntarily run organisations.  The
weather and the availability of labour are the crucial
issues. Luckily, compost is benign, you can get away
with turning at a later date and it will still re-heat.

Contaminants

There is, understandably much concern about
vegetation sprayed with herbicides, being brought
for composting.  But the bacterial fire of the
composting process breaks down the molecular
chains in the chemicals and transforms them.  If the
compost is left to mature properly to allow especially
worms to work the compost then there is little if any
trace of pollutants.  Some  large scale operators
carry the Soil Association symbol on their compost
and that is from �green waste� derived compost.

  There are also seasonal considerations.  In the
summer sites can be inundated with grass cuttings,
whereas in the winter it�s difficult to get enough green
material.  However, in the winter there are less likely
to be seeding weeds and pernicious roots, and it is
easier to stockpile the woody materials without them

Quality of compost

composting, prior to chipping. The resulting chippings
should also be turned to absorb rain throughout the
pile.  Otherwise they tend to only compost in the top
layer, which rapidly goes a nice deep brown,
concealing a dry core.  Chippings are so free draining
that they rapidly dry out; and this is exacerbated by
the composting process itself.  The heat generated
drives moisture off so that there is the dilemma of
leaving the heap uncovered, to absorb moisture, or
covering it up and leaving it, to conserve and recycle
the condensation, preventing the heap drying out.

The Devon
Rotary Sieve

All the

materials have

to be properly

composted,

regularly

monitored and

turned  then

sieved

Sam has produced a self build

leaflet available for £10

(includes full instructions & drawings).

Alternatively you can buy one for

£350 (inclusive of VAT)

Designed and developed by
Sam Seward,

Woodlands Farm, Murchington,

Chagford,  Devon TQ13 8HJ.

The design has been improved

considerably in the later models,

resulting in a lightweight,

manouverable tromel which can

produce two grades of material and

is a joy to use!

Mk III Sieve
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Temperature and moisture of
the heaps should be monitored
as often as possible, preferably

on a daily basis. This will show when the heaps are
ready to be turned and if more water is required.

Each bin or heap should be allocated a number by
which it can be identified, and the number attached
to the heap. This can be, for example, a small
wooden label which can be hung on a nail or hook
and moved as the batch is transferred from bin to
bin. This will help in keeping track of the process.

TemperatTemperatTemperatTemperatTemperatureureureureure

Technical method -

�Lockable� thermometers are useful here. At
SEAGULL a �Prima� digital locking thermometer is
used. This is a probe with a digital display, allowing the
temperature to be taken in the middle of the heap and
�locked� before the instrument is removed.

Non-technical method -

Allow a metal rod to heat up in the middle
of the heap. Take it out. If the hot end
cannot be held comfortably in the bare
hand for three seconds, then the heap is
hot enough and does not require turning.
If it can be held for longer than three
seconds, then heap is ready to be turned.

MMMMMoistoistoistoistoistureureureureure

Technical method -

Moisture content of the heap can be measured
using a moisture meter. These are readily available
from horticultural suppliers and garden centres.

Non-technical method -

Take a handful of compost and squeeze. If two or
three drops of water are produced moisture content
is ideal. Any more it is too wet, any less it is too dry.

How do you know that
composting is completely
finished?

A simple test, that the Forest of Dean composting
group use, is to put a sample in a plastic bag;
which they seal and leave for a few days. When
opened it should smell pleasantly of compost and
not be horribly putrescent.

Progress of temperature and
moisture levels can be plotted on a
graph to show progress of each
heap. This is particularly useful in

schools where the
community composting
scheme is used for

teaching various aspects
of the National Curriculum.

Heap monitoring

Quality of compost

SievSievSievSievSieving transfing transfing transfing transfing transformsormsormsormsorms
the compostthe compostthe compostthe compostthe compost

What was an untidy looking jumble, becomes a
homogeneous material, which anyone would be
happy to use.  On a small scale, a hand operated
sieve can be made or bought.  You can buy small
powered screens too. Heeley City Farm in Sheffield
bought one second hand for £2,000, it�s a serious
piece of equipment.  You may be luckier and find a
second hand machine that you could adapt to be a
compost sieve.  The Seagull project in Skegness

use an old sand and gravel grading machine.  The
Shaw Trust has adapted an old potato riddle.

If you are dealing with larger amounts you could
emulate WyeCycle in Kent.  Their operations
depend on using a tractor with front end loader.
They have built a flat screen, which they can
mount on a trailer, at 45 degrees.  The compost is
picked up and poured over it; a few whacks of the
screen with a shovel dislodge any blockages.  This
system has the added advantage of having the
material loaded at the same time for bulk sales.

continued
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Shredding is the last
thing you should do !

Community composting
groups can get really hung up on their
shredder.  It can become the main
focus for their activity.  Don�t forget that
composting is the most important thing
to do.  Only shred materials as a last
resort.  Consider all the other options first.

If you have plenty of space you can do
several things.  Long term heaps composed mainly of
woody materials will eventually rot and in the
meantime become wild life refuges.  If you can make
a heap carefully and finish off with a layer of soil or
compost on top you could even grow plants on it.
However if you are contemplating this it�s probably
more sensible to do it properly and build a �German
mound garden�.

To do this first mark out a piece of ground about 4 to
5 feet wide and as long as you like.  Remove the top
layer of soil, a spades depth (or spit).  Put this earth
alongside your marked out area, you will need it
later.  In the centre of this trench dig another spit this
time only about 18 inches wide. Put this subsoil to
one side within the main trench.   Make a core in
this deepest trench, of all the thickest woodiest
materials and try and fill as much of the air spaces
you can by backfilling with the subsoil.  The mound
garden is then built in a similar way to a
conventional compost heap except that the layers
become progressively  �softer�  or more composted
the higher it gets, finishing off with the spit of soil first
excavated.  When it has been raked into a good
shape, (the sides should not be too steep otherwise
watering can be a problem as the sides tend to
wash away), then it�s ready to be sown with its first
crops.  Either choose shallow rooting crops because
of the potential nitrogen robbery, or grow legumes,
which provide their own nitrogen.

Don�t forget that much woody material is very
useful for gardeners.  Save good poles and sticks
for supporting plants, especially peas and beans.
Hedges can be created and augmented using all
manner of woody material.  They shelter all kinds

of wildlife as well as creating excellent wind breaks
to protect crops.  Finally wood is a fuel.  It�s crazy
to expend a lot of energy with a shredder reducing
perfectly good firewood to wood chips if there is a
local need for it, as fuel.

Having said all that, shredders do have their uses.
For one thing you may not have all that amount of
space to devote to long term composting.  A
shredder quickly reduces the volume of your
materials and makes them ready to include in your
compost heap or mound garden.  Or why not just
use them straight away, as a mulch?

Don�t get carried away with shredding, as it�s easy
to start putting all sorts of unsuitable materials in.
All you�re going to do is make things difficult for
yourselves.  The machine will either clog up
because the stuff�s too wet, or you�ll break a
hammer, because the materials are too hard, thick,
or stony.  Have a long term heap for difficult
materials, and go through it once a year or so.
Most of it will have turned into compost and the
residue you can either sieve out or chuck back for
another year.  If you�re using the shredder you
can�t be heard without shouting and it�s not what I
call a pleasant community activity.

So be sensible with your shredding.  Examine all the
alternatives first.  Try and make compost without a
shredder.  You might find you don�t need it at all.

 You may be more interested in the Council
sending round a much larger machine when you
have stockpiled enough materials to warrant its
use.  Please ask your co-ordinator for more details.

An alternative to
using a shredder

Cross section
through a

typical
arrangement
for a German

Mound garden
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How small can you get and still
call it community composting?

Come to that what is community composting
anyway?  It turns out there are no real definitions. I
suppose the closest is �when a group of people in a
community come together to make a communal
composting system�. I asked the co-ordinator of the
(National) Community Composting Network, (Dave
Middlemass, based in Sheffield,) what he thought.
�It starts when you get chatting to your neighbour
over the garden fence,� he said. And that�s really
the simplest way to evolve. An individual
household may find it difficult to generate enough
material to make a compost heap large enough to
heat up properly. The answer is to find sources of
wasted materials in your community.

Or it may mean pooling resources and labour with your
friends and neighbours, to make a bigger and better
composting system. This is what I�ve started to call
micro-composting. Composting the putrescibles, which
is mostly kitchen scraps, in degassed deep freezers.
These are ideal containers, well insulated, rat proof, fly
proof, cheap!  It�s true they don�t look beautiful, but you
can paint them up to camouflage them or hide them
behind a screen. A small group of neighbours could
share a couple of freezers. When one is full up then
some worms could be introduced to finish off the
maturation. A second freezer could then be started for
the hot composting phase. By the time the second one
is full the first one should be ready to harvest and
share out. A good amount of worms could be picked out
to go into the second freezer and the cycle continued.

The main things you need to do are:

1) Don�t put worms into a freezer that�s really hot.

2) Have  good airflow and drainage, and don�t forget
to put a bucket underneath and regularly empty it.
(Use it watered down as a liquid feed, for plants).

3) Put a piece of fine mesh, old tights are great for this,
over the flue pipe to stop flies getting in.

4) Always put plenty of scrunched up paper in your
kitchen bucket. It provides pockets of air throughout
the heap and soaks up excess moisture. Put paper
towels, loo roll centres etc. any non shiny cardboard
or paper. It means your bucket fills up more often but

its easier to mix as you go along.

Hot Stuff
We�ve found that it gets really hot in the deep freeze
and you can use that heat for various things. You can
kill off pernicious weed roots, like couch grass and
ground elder, (don�t put too much in at a time though)
and you can sterilise batches of soil for potting
compost. I haven�t tried using the heat for
germination, its too hot for that most of the time, but
when it�s cooling down it could be experimented with.

Conclusions
Micro composting is a way to start community
composting without having to go through a lot of
complicated red tape. All you need is a deep freeze
or two. They only cost £5 or so from C.A. sites
(degassed). You need a few blocks to put the freezer/
s on and some pipes for airflow, a bucket and a pair
of tights! If the promotion of home composting was
given even higher priority then meeting the
Government�s waste minimisation targets would
become a lot simpler.

High Fibre Compost.High Fibre Compost.High Fibre Compost.High Fibre Compost.High Fibre Compost.
The Centre for Alternative Technology have been
working with their local community on improving home
composting techniques and have produced an initial
report. It�s called �Better Home Composting: The High
Fibre Approach�, and I shall quote some of the intro-
duction, �Land filled organic waste imposes burdens on
the environment out of all proportion to its volume.
During decomposition it generates large quantities of
leachate requiring treatment, and decomposition in the
absence of oxygen generates methane, a potent
�greenhouse� gas. Composting organic waste avoids
these problems, turns a �waste� into a resource and is
in principle a more sustainable procedure.

Large scale composting is established practice and a
considerable body of research attests to its efficacy.
In contrast, little systematic research has been
directed at the process of home composting which
has very different qualities both biologically and
culturally. Household composting ranks higher than
centralised composting in the waste management
hierarchy, so logically should be developed to its
highest appropriate level, leaving only what cannot be
composted at home to be treated elsewhere.�

micro communtiy composting
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And this is followed by reiterating
the Governments targets of 40%
of households with a garden to

compost organic wastes by the year 2000
(Department of the Environment 1995), with further
increases in subsequent years. How near are we to
that target?... Little is known about the quantities of
waste diverted from landfill through home
composting, and it remains a neglected opportunity
in Britain�s waste management strategy. Its potential
is being restricted by a lack of technical
development and unacknowledged failures in
traditional practices. In particular the lack of
appropriate carbon sources and bulking agents
(my emphasis, Ed) have given rise to a high rate of
failure and subsequent abandonment of home
composting in a high proportion of households.�

This coincides with my own findings (and I�m sure
many others� experience) of the reasons for individuals
not being happy about their compost heaps, thinking
that they are going wrong and often wanting to give up.
One way to �bulk up� your compost heap is to �micro
community compost� but even here you need to
make sure that enough high fibre is being added and
the essence of High-Fibre Home Composting is
adding waste paper and card to supply the missing
carbon and act as a bulking agent. The Centre for
Alternative Technology (CAT) have been carrying
out a pilot study for two years now.
It has been shown that adding
cardboard packaging and soiled
and crumpled papers to kitchen
and garden wastes has improved
the reliability of the composting
process and the quality of the
final product.

�High Fibre composting can also
simplify operations by reducing or
eliminating the need for turning,
while further reducing the volume
of solid waste for collection. �

These advantages could
increase the take-up of
composting, and also reduce the
proportion of households that
give up after initial failures.

I�ve lifted, quoted and

paraphrased much of the introduction to this 14 page
document that goes into great detail on this pilot
project and I make no apologies for doing the same
now to the conclusion of this timely study.

Conclusions

...�High fibre composting is not an onerous task but
an acceptable part of daily routine. It must be noted
that it has been necessary to give further information
and support to a high proportion of volunteers in order
to get them composting successfully. Merely giving
people a bin and instructions, however simple, and
expecting them to �get on with it� is unlikely to lead to
widespread composting success. Some form of
advice and back-up to householders will be required
if home composting is to play a significant role in
waste reduction over coming years.

Clearly further research is needed to fine tune the
High-Fibre approach. There should be two aspects to
this; �technical,� refining instructions, testing and
evaluating process options and equipment design, and
�cultural,� evaluating the most appropriate way to
provide the information and support required by
composters. With the attention it deserves, home
composting could play a key role in the �compost
hierarchy� with �community� and large-scale
composting, together making a significant contribution
to more sustainable waste management.�

micro communtiy composting

Key:

A Chimney (shortened for the
drawing, but the higher it is, the
more the air tends to be pulled
through). Note the end is covered
by a piece of mesh-old tights are
ideal!

B Weldmesh. This is then covered
with a finer mesh, old chicken
wire for instance.

C Drainage hole. If the freezer
doesn�t have one, make one.

D Bucket to catch the leachate.

E Stand the freezer on blocks - tip
slightly towards the drainhole.

F Air vent covered by mesh.

G Battens screwed onto sides to
support mesh.

adapted de-gassed
chest freezer

Cut away drawing
of a specially

continued
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ChagfChagfChagfChagfChagford.ord.ord.ord.ord.
Launched 1993. Originally based
on a collection from the car park

once a month, now extended to include collections.
Made around 50 tonnes compost 98/99. Developed a
hand powered �rotary sieve� to screen finished compost
for sale, selling at £2.50 a 25 kilo sack in 1999.
Launched a pilot �putrescibles� (kitchen waste) round in
1998. Materials composted in specially adapted and
degassed chest freezers. Project now developed to
include compost grown vegetables, a community shop
and training programme. Future plans include a repair
and reuse centre too. Use mobile shredding service.

Slapton.
Launched 1994. Based at Slapton Ley field studies
centre. They have �digging out� sessions involving
community who dig out six bags of compost each. Bins
are big about, 12ft by 12 ft, and take a lot of filling (and
digging out!). They have recently redesigned the site to
allow for mechanical turning and claim for about 10
tonnes a year. Use mobile shredding service.

Witheridge.Witheridge.Witheridge.Witheridge.Witheridge.
Launched 1995. Collect materials from around the
village for a small annual payment. An enthusiastic
group of volunteers meet weekly to shred materials,
turn heaps and sieve and bag. They�ve made their own
rotary sieve based on Chagford�s design and have now
bought their own shredder as well as using the mobile
service. Make about 15/20 tonnes a year.

East OgwellEast OgwellEast OgwellEast OgwellEast Ogwell.
Launched Winter 95/96. Project run by prisoners from
nearby open prison. Collect garden materials from
around the village and the compost is used for the
�Britain in Bloom� group. Make around 25/30 tonnes a
year. Use mobile shredding service.

Hele.Hele.Hele.Hele.Hele.
Launched 1996. Environmental group given some bits
of land, mostly old bits of orchard for composting
project. Also involved in preserving local wetland,
(culm). Make about 20 tonnes a year. Use mobile
shredding service.

North Tawton.
Launched in 1996 on a site outside of town.
Volunteers were soon rather overwhelmed by the
volume of materials brought to the site but bravely
struggled to keep the scheme going. In 1999 they had
to leave the site but, at the time of writing have been
offered a much better site and it�s near the town
centre. They are also involved in conservation and
development work. Making about 30/40 tonnes a
year. Use mobile shredding service.

Beech Hill.
Launched 1996. Based at a community outside
Morchard Bishop, people can bring their woody
prunings to be shredded. The scheme has not really
grown in the way hoped but continues to make modest
amounts, about 4/5 tonnes a year. Use mobile
shredding service.

SampfSampfSampfSampfSampford Pevord Pevord Pevord Pevord Peverell.erell.erell.erell.erell.
Launched 1997. A compact site, well designed, with
impressive bins about 5ft by 5ft each. They had the idea
of leaving a trailer in the local car park alongside the
usual mini recycling banks. Unfortunately, although the
trailer was well secured, it was stolen. Make 40/50
tonnes a year. Use mobile shredding service.

Bratton Fleming.Bratton Fleming.Bratton Fleming.Bratton Fleming.Bratton Fleming.
 Launched 1997. Sited on the edge of the village next to
the recycling pavilion. The project has attracted
substantial amounts of material but not the labour force
to really deal with it. The only site where there have
been complaints from residents. Unfortunately the
group have not been happy with the machine which
goes to their site. It�s a shredder rather than a chipper
and creates a somewhat coarse product compared with
the chipper.

Uffculme.
 Launched 1998. Uffculme rapidly has grown to become
the largest community composting project in the County
which has brought with it its concomitant challenges.
Luckily the group are up to the challenge and have
successfully applied for funding to help them purchase
the machinery necessary to enable them to keep up with
the volume of materials coming onto the site. 56 tonnes
made in the first 9 months.

Cockington Court.
 Launched 1998. Residents bring their
materials once a week to the site

when they can be sorted for processing.
The site is attached to a demonstration

walled organic garden. Making
about 10 tonnes a year, but plan to
incorporate a more ambitious
scheme. Use mobile shredding
service.

Pinhoe.
 Launched 95/96. Based at a primary

school; limited space for stockpiling prior to
chipping. They have a small shredder as well
as getting in the large machine. Trying to get a

new site.

Thumbnail sketches of projects

....For further projects see page 21
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The growing community
composting network in devon

Existing Projects 2000

Composting in the Community has really taken off in Devon, largely
thanks to the support of the Devon Authorities Waste Reduction and
Recycling Committee. Every project is different, depending on the size
of the community and the people that run the project. Enquiries come
in all the time about setting up schemes. Every new scheme that is set
up helps to spread the composting message.

Imagine every community in Devon with a composting project!
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Heathfield.Heathfield.Heathfield.Heathfield.Heathfield.
 Launched summer 1997. The
Heathfield Community Centre has

achieved an incredible amount in its first few years but
have struggled somewhat with keeping up with the
composting as well. Changes of staff and management
have not helped nor has the fact that the facility has
proved so popular!  However it is now being brought in
hand and with regular visits from the mobile chipper a
good scheme will be maintained.

Buckfastleigh.
Launched 1999. A group of six households with a
couple of �in vessel� freezers. The first �Micro-
composting� project.

Mary Tavy.
Launched 1996. They only take woody material from Mary
Tavy which they are composting without chipping in long
term heaps. They also make leafmould.

TivTivTivTivTivertonertonertonertonerton.
Launched 1997. A Primary school surrounded by
extensive grounds, full of exciting projects,  different
gardens, wildlife areas, recycling and much more.

Kingsbridge.
Launched 1997. A community centre with a garden
resoration project.

Sandford.
Launched 1997. Another dynamic village group also
concerned with recycling and linked to other community
improvements including a new off road walk to Crediton.

Dartington.Dartington.Dartington.Dartington.Dartington.
Launched 1999 A modern housing development.
Residents had been dumping garden materials, on some
communal land, where they were periodically burnt. The
residents are now taking a much more positive approach
A new composting area is being constructed instead.

And groups setting up or
researching at:

Dawlish,
a farmer converting to organic growing needs lots of
humus and wants to include the community.

Willand,Willand,Willand,Willand,Willand,
an allotment site having problems getting planning
permission due to the location.

Ashprington,Ashprington,Ashprington,Ashprington,Ashprington,
a pair of enquiries from the same Parish, one is an
environmental group that has already established a wildlife
area and orchard, the other is the Robert Owen Foundation
who have a farm for people with learning difficulties.

Feniton,
had a project back in 1995, but never really took off. This is
another group of people who want to try again.

Seaton and OkehamptonSeaton and OkehamptonSeaton and OkehamptonSeaton and OkehamptonSeaton and Okehampton
are both researching at the moment. In larger
communities, like these it is more difficult finding
appropriate sites.

Stoke GaStoke GaStoke GaStoke GaStoke Gabriel,briel,briel,briel,briel,
another project working with people with special needs.
This project is part of Torbay�s Industrial services.

Stoke CanStoke CanStoke CanStoke CanStoke Canononononon,
more site problems so they have gone back to the
community with the idea of undertaking a �Planning for
real� exercise.

ChudleighChudleighChudleighChudleighChudleigh,,,,,
an allotment group looking at just targetting some
housing developments bordering the site.

LangfLangfLangfLangfLangford,ord,ord,ord,ord,
 want to link community composting in with other
projects including an interperative wildlife walk, and
organic food production.

Bradworthy,
two quite separate inquiries within weeks by two couples
living within  a half a mile of each other!  Early days.

Broadclyst,
one of the designated �new towns� in Devon. The
challenge, again is finding a suitable site and a system
for running the proposed project. The Parish Council
are very keen to do something but there is still a lot to
work to do.

MMMMMoor Trees,oor Trees,oor Trees,oor Trees,oor Trees,
a community on Dartmoor, they have set up a freezer
system so far.

Orchard Vale Primary School,
Barnstaple,
this is the first �sustainable� school in Devon, a brand new
custom built school which, naturally wants to do its own
composting and promote composting in the community.

Lympstone,
I�ve only just, (Sept 99) visited Lympstone to give a
presentation, but they bought the �Mucking in� pack and
formed a committee straight away.

Ide, Chittlehamholt,
Moretonhampstead, Kennford,
East Village, TOPSHAM.
 And more enquiries come in all the time.

Thumbnail sketches of projects
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Mucking In:
A Guide to Community Composting:

A pack produced by HDRA and the Wildlife Trust,
available from the Community Composting Network

Books: �Backyard Composting� John Roulac
(Green Books). Edited by N. Scott - ask for
bulk discount rates and personalised print runs.

Videos: �Composting for All, with Nicky Scott�
(Green Earth Books)

Related Magazines: �The Growing Heap� Magazine
of the Community Composting Network- �JUNK
MAIL� (incorporating �Compost News� ) Devon
Community Recycling (and Composting) Networks,
see below.

Devon Communtiy Recycling Network

Ralph Mackridge, c/o 3 Powderham Crescent,
Exeter,EX4 6DG.
Tel: 01392 253229

The Community Composting Network
(National)

67 Alexandra Road, Sheffield,  S2 3EE
Tel 0114 258 0483
website: www.chiron-s.demon.co.uk/ccn/index.html
e mail: ccn@gn.apc.org

Green Books & Green Earth Books

Foxhole, Dartington, Totnes, Devon TQ9 6EB.
Tel: 01803 863260
email: greenbooks@gn.apc.org
web site http://www.greenbooks.co.uk

éco-logic books / Worldly Goods

19 Maple Grove, Bath BA2 3AF.
Tel 01225 484472

Federation of City Farms

The Greenhouse, Hereford Street, Bedminster,
Bristol, S3 4NA
Tel 0117 923 1800

Resources section

Mk
III

Sieve

The Henry Doubleday Research Association
(HDRA)

National Centre for Organic Gardening,
Ryton-on-Dunsmore, Coventry CV8 3LG
Tel : 01203 303517

The Environment Agency, Devon:

Waste Licensing Officer (Exemption from waste
licence),  Tel: 01392 316156
Sally Greenslade (Exemption from waste carriers
licence), Tel: 01392 316177

Community Enterprise Unit

69a Sidwell Street, Exeter, Devon EX4 6PH.
Tel: 01392 666281

Community Council of Devon

County Hall, Topsham Road, Exeter.

Community enterprise worker,
Jenny Archard, Tel: 01392 382152
e mail: jarchard@ch.devon-cc.gov.uk

Devon  21 (Local Agenda 21 Network)

Carol Johnston, Tel: 01392 382468
Address same as Community Council.

British Trust for Conservation Volunteers

171 Sidwell Street, Exeter,
Tel: 01392 424647 and 666460
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nnnnn Another Kind of Garden, Jean Pain, distributed in the UK by éco-logic books

nnnnn Composting the Natural Organic Way, by Dick Kitto, Thorsons

nnnnn Compost 1: A Guide for Local authorities, and Compost 2: A Guide for
Farmers, by  Friends of the Earth, distributed by éco-logic books

nnnnn �Compost Box� School Starter Pack, Federation of City Farms

nnnnn Earthworms Unlimited, by Amy Brown, Kangaroo Press, Australia, distributed
by éco-logic books

nnnnn Gardening without Peat, by Graham Howell, Friends of the Earth (UK)

nnnnn The Humanure Handbook by Joe Jenkins, Chelsea Green Publishing,
distributed by Green Books.

nnnnn The Peat Alternative Manual , by Suki Price and Neil Bragg, Friends of the Earth (UK)

nnnnn Rescue Mission Planet Earth: A Children�s edition of Agenda 21, Kingfisher Books

nnnnn Rodale Book of Composting, Rodale Press, distributed by éco-logic books

nnnnn Secrets of the Soil, by P. Tompkins and C. Bird, Penguin/Arkana

nnnnn Sewage Solutions by Grant, Moodie and Weedon, Centre for Alt. Technology

nnnnn Vegetable Mould & Earthworms by Charles Darwin, (published by John Murray 1897)

nnnnn Worms Eat My Garbage, by Mary Appelhof (see below)

nnnnn Lifting the Lid - an ecological approach to toilet systems, by Peter Harper & Louise Halestrap

Publications

nnnnn All about Compost - Recycling household and garden waste, by Pauline Pears

nnnnn The Soul of Soil - Joe Smillie & Grace Gershuny

Related Magazines
nnnnn Permaculture Magazine , Hyden House Ltd, The Sustainability Centre,

East Meon, Hants GU32 1HR.
 Tel 01730 823311 www.permaculture.co.uk

nnnnn Organic Gardening Magazine P.O. Box 29, Minehead, Somerset TA24
6YY. Tel 01984 641212

Organisations
nnnnn The Centre for Alternative Technology, (CAT), Machynlleth, Powys,

SY20 9AX. Tel: 01654 702400

nnnnn Compost Books (second hand),  243 The Wheel, Ecclesfield, Sheffield
S30 3ZA. Tel 01142 450200

nnnnn The Composting Association, PO Box 5885, Rushden, NN10 9ZS.
Tel 024 7663 5786. E�mail: composting@hotmail.com

nnnnn Friends of the Earth, 26-28 Underwood Street, London N1 7JQ.
Tel 0171 490 1555

nnnnn National Association for Allotment Gardeners, Hunters Road, Corby,
Northants NN17 1JE. Tel 01536 66576

nnnnn The Soil Association, Bristol House, 40-56 Victoria Street, Bristol BS1 6BY
Tel 0117 929 0661. E�mail: soilassn@gn.apc.org

nnnnn UK Permaculture Association P.O. Box 1, Buckfastleigh, Devon.
 TQ11 0LH. Tel 01654 712188T
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SOME WAYS TO COMPOST


